
Flexible staffing
made easy
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Amplio Recruiting has a proven track record of 
helping companies hire dependable employees 

from the refugee workforce

We also know that you are asking for a more tech-enabled and  
flexible staffing model in addition to our temp-to-perm model

of our refugee 
workforce placed in 
full-time positions

Hundreds
of satisfied clients 
hiring our refugee 

workforce

Dozens
in staff retention rates 

after clients hire our 
refugee workforce

Increase
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Mobile Worker App — (iOS and Android)

Client Website

Admin Manager

The app allows workers to set their availability and 
preferred skills; view, accept or reject jobs; leave 
feedback on jobs; view upcoming & completed jobs; 
chat directly with Admin managers; and view a 
summary of their payouts.

Web interface made for clients and on-site 
managers to submit job requests, see summary 
of existing jobs, make payments, and provide 
quantitative and qualitative feedback on worker 
performance.

A web-based administrator interface giving 
access and oversight across the whole platform. 
Create and update worker and client profiles, 
monitor daily operations and view dashboards 
summarising current business performance.

We can provide you with a flexible staffing  
solution, powered by HireHand,  
a leading technology platform

The automated matching platform connects 
businesses and workers when they need  
each other most. 

Founded by former Rhodes scholar and 
McKinsey exec and built by Microsoft engineers

The platform has a track-record of success

2K+
workers securing 

shifts on platform

750
businesses filling 
shifts on platform

50K+
 shifts filled on 

platform

98%
 of shifts booked on 

platform filled
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How it works

Rate and review

identify holes in 
weekly schedule

Staffing success

Automated 
matching & magic

Build up pool
of regulars

Select skills and 
time needed

Job done
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What it looks like
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You save on costs, time, and staff turnover -  
at the touch of a button 

Save time

No time wasted on 
unnecessary trial shifts and 
more time spent on growing 

your business

Reduce costs

Save 15% of staffing spend 
by eliminating unnecessary 

expenses and  
right-sizing schedule

Keep staff longer

Invest more in core team
members and reduce their 

churn by 50%

$
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What our  
clients say

What we  
are doing?

HireHand provide quick and accurate 
analysis around how we should staff 
efficiently given our sales patterns –  
saving huge amounts of my time and effort.  
And the fact they actually provide the  
staff for short shifts I cannot sort internally 
is what really helps deliver savings.
 
– Anna Bell, Head of  
People and Operations

“
“

We are working with Hop, 
a quick-service restaurant 
chain, to reduce their  
labor to sales ratio by  
2% across their multiple 
sites by providing staff  
at peak periods.
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